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Publicity: ................................................... Dr Sheila Sweetinburgh
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Festival Walks: ......................................... Dr Doreen Rosman
Mrs Sue Chambers, Mr Martin Pratt, Dr David Shaw,
Dr Anthony Ward, Dr Eleanor Williams

If you would like to join the committee or help with Friends’ activities, please
contact chairFCAT@canterburytrust.co.uk. We would love to hear from you.
The next Newsletter will appear in November 2019. Please send contributions to:
chairFCAT@canterburytrust.co.uk by the beginning of October 2019.

Please note

?

Donation suggested in support of the Trust for all talks:
FCAT members £2; non-members £3; registered
students and CAT staff very welcome without charge.

Have you moved house or changed your bank?

Don’t forget to let our Membership Secretary know

(via memsecFCAT@canterburytrust.co.uk, or leave
a message at 92A Broad Street, Canterbury, Kent,
CT1 2LU, tel 01227 462 062) so that our records
are up-to-date.
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Dear Friends,
Welcome to another Newsletter, which brings you up
to date with the work of the Trust. Paul Bennett puts
you in the picture with what is happening at the new
Archaeological Resource Centre in Wincheap. It will be
really good, after all the planning and hard work, to
see staff installed and the centre operational and I am
particularly pleased that the Friends have been able to
help in providing a lift to move finds between the floors
– carrying heavy boxes up and down stairs is not to be
recommended.
Easter is very much conference season for archaeologists
and so it was again this year. Jake Weekes talks us
through the need to develop theories about what we find; what does it all mean? Merely
recording what is there is not enough. And indeed, theory is increasingly being applied
to the Roman period. At Easter Canterbury hosted the TRAC conference, which deals
with theoretical Roman archaeology, and there was a session specifically devoted to
Canterbury. Talking of the Romans the Friends have financed the reprinting of the bestselling children’s guide to Roman Canterbury – Jane Elder tells us about it.
Annie Partridge reviews her attendance at the Chartered Institute for Archaeology
conference at Easter, and particularly issues of public engagement in archaeology,
something that she is involved with at Fort Burgoyne, and that is reported on elsewhere
in the Newsletter.
Recent months have not seen major excavations by the Trust but even the small
interventions can produce interesting results – see within.
Doreen Rosman has again managed to put together an exciting programme of walks,
which will form part of the Canterbury Festival in the autumn. These walks tend to be
fully booked very early so if you are interested in a specific walk I would suggest that
you move quickly to make a reservation. And don’t forget our autumn series of lectures,
announced at the back of the Newsletter.
Summer holidays are now very much with us and many of you will be visiting historic
places and sites in this country and abroad. Enjoy and bring back happy memories!
John Williams, Chair FCAT
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Dear Friends,
I am pleased to inform you that our negotiations
with the City Council are nearing completion and
we are about to move some of our staff into former
Newspaper House on Wincheap. The move should
not be a surprise to you as it has been planned
for over three years and a significant amount of
work has taken place to convert the building for
our use and to move our store from Kingsmead
to Wincheap. The City Council is our landlord and
although we have a great working relationship
with Council Members and staff and the Museum
staff, with whom we share the building, long term
agreements such as the one we are entering into
with the Council, take time to draft and agree. Well,
we are nearly there!
To date, the building has been made wind-tight and weatherproof, there has been a
great deal of ripping-out of old fixtures and fittings, including the removal of ceilings
on the ground floor, and the provision of new partitions, wiring, plumbing and electric
heating (in the offices). The ground floor is filled with shelving as are parts of the first
floor, including sections of roller racking. One section of special racking has been
installed in an environmentally-controlled space for metal and special finds; the other
contains a variety of bulk finds. The old Titan portacabin (the largest cabin that can
be taken by road), originally purchased for the ‘Big Dig’ on Whitefriars back in 2002 some Friends will remember that we narrowly avoided demolishing a number of shops,
putting it into position as our on-site museum for the excavation of the present Fenwick
site – is now in place in the yard of Newspaper House. The Titan forms our eastern
boundary, with Simmond’s Road to the north, Cow Lane to the west and the high brick
walls of the former non-conformist cemetery to the north. It is in a good position, not
that far from the city centre and on the park-and-ride bus route. We hope the move will
increase volunteer numbers and eventually visitors and students seeking to learn more
about the city’s material culture. More of that in a moment.
The move from Kingsmead to Wincheap would not have been possible without the
assistance of the City Council, particularly the Estates and Regeneration teams, and I
am particularly grateful to Richard Hall, Regeneration Programme Manager, for his help
and patience and to Colin Carmichael, the City Chief Executive for his interest in the move
and in our hopes for the future use of the building. The most important person to thank
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however is Peter Atkinson of our staff who
worked with me to locate a suitable new store
(the Council gave us notice that they were
redeveloping the Kingsmead site, including
our store, five or more years ago) and having
found it, put together a scheme to convert
the building to our use (in the event, multiple
schemes), helped to cost the conversion
and move, and then worked alongside City
Council staff and many contractors to design
and implement the build and eventually
to effect the move. We are so very lucky to
have such a multi-skilled professional on our
staff, and I am forever grateful for all he has
done to make the new store a reality.
Many other Trust staff and Trustees have
been involved at various junctures as one
phase of the scheme morphed into another,
far too many to mention. But there is one
person I would dearly like to embarrass.
That person is my friend and long-term
Trust volunteer, Terry Buchan. Terry worked
with us at East Wear Bay, Folkestone,
during the Town Unearthed project and
again during the building of the Dover Boat
replica. Since then he has taken part in a
number of excavations. Terry, formerly
an aircraft engineer, trained in the Air
Force but with long service on aeroplane
maintenance since then, has been retired
for some time. He has over the years
developed a wide range of skills and all of
these he has applied with a will to help us
fit-out and decorate the new Wincheap
store. Those of you who have met Terry
will know what an unusual, singular, bighearted man he is and will appreciate
what he has achieved for us. We hope
he will continue with us as a volunteer
for years to come.
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One other big thank you is to the Friends. When considering the building as a store,
Peter and I felt that there would be a need for a lift. Initially we looked at a passenger
lift that could be used for disabled access to the first floor as well as for heavy boxes
of finds – from ground floor store to work area on the first floor. The Council ruled out
a lift on grounds of cost, so we started to look at a goods lift to provide an alternative
to finds staff carting heavy boxes up and down several flights of stairs. Peter found
an alternative, but again, the Council refused to fund the installation. So we then
approached the Friends and today we have the most marvellous caged lift in the lobby
of the new store. This has I assure you, put a broad smile on the faces of the finds team
who are relieved not to be expected to carry heavy boxes from one floor to another. A
big thank you to all you Friends from all of us.
Once we have established ourselves in the new facility two things will happen. First we
will have an open day or open evening for Friends so that you can see the new premises
and learn how we hope to use them in the future. We will set a date with the Friends
Committee and advertise the event so that as many of you as possible can come.
Second, we will start putting together a bid to Lottery and start fundraising to convert
what is soon to be a store and work place into an Archaeological Resource Centre for
Canterbury and East Kent. Our broad plan is to give web-based and physical access to
archives of archaeological work and objects found in Canterbury District but also to
make the building a centre or hub for volunteering in all forms of heritage in East Kent.
Our finds team and specialists will be based there together with our outreach team. It
is ambitious, and there is a long road to travel, but with the help of the communities of
East Kent and particularly of our Friends, I am sure we will get there.
Have a marvellous summer.
Paul Bennett, Director

Our Friends’ photo archive needs refreshing. If you have
any photographs taken at Friends events or Festival Walks
that you are happy to share and which could be used to
promote future events, do send them in.
Send your snaps, with details of when and where taken, to
jane.elder@canterburytrust.co.uk.
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Fieldwork round up
Since Christmas we have been engaged in a variety of interesting, but mostly small
scale, fieldwork projects. Many of these have involved the evaluation of sites to discover
whether further work may be needed as development progresses. Others represent the
continuation of more long running projects, principally within the cathedral precincts.
Here are some of the highlights.

Ulcombe Road, Headcorn
Since just before Christmas until the end of January we conducted a strip and map
excavation just outside Headcorn. Earlier evaluation there had located ditches and
potential late Iron Age-early Roman industrial features in one part of the site. A team
led by Andy Macintosh located more features including a sequence of round-houses.
Remnants of several small iron-smelting furnaces were recorded, though only their
bases had survived later truncation. While the weather made this site difficult to work
(floods of water and mud were commonplace) it provided a rare chance to investigate
features that related to early Wealden ironworking.

Canterbury Cathedral
The long-running scheme of landscaping within the cathedral south precincts has
continued apace under the guidance of Phil Mayne. While much of this work has
involved removing innumerable post-medieval gravel surfaces, in a few areas rather
more interesting discoveries have been made and the project has a growing assemblage
of finds including dozens of coins and tokens. Of particular note and forming something
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Moving inside the cathedral, Jess Twyman and George Carstairs spent a week working
in the Lanfranc crypt. Here they cleaned a sizable area of the floor following removal of
the slabbed paving, revealing construction levels and the dwarf walls which support the
columns which in turn support the floor of the chancel. This work provided an excellent
opportunity to properly photograph the decorative column capitals in this part of the
crypt.
Back outside, Jess Twyman worked with conservator Dana Goodburn-Brown to record
and remove, tile by tile, the fourteenth-/early fifteenth-century floor identified in 2014.
This work was undertaken in advance of the installation of a platform lift. Quite an
extensive tiled surface survived. Whilst this was exciting enough, beneath the floor we
found a substantial piece of masonry – part of an octagonal tower belonging to the
Anglo-Saxon cathedral.

Car park watching briefs
The installation of the ANPR (Automatic Number Plate Recognition) system in most of
the city car parks kept several members of staff busy, most notably Dale Robertson.
Trenching was generally not very deep so archaeologically the results of this scheme
have been mixed, but in the Castle Row car park a large masonry wall was revealed.
This probably formed part of the bailey of the Norman keep (constructed c AD 10851125). In the Queningate car park Caen stone walls were revealed which were part of
the Deans Bridge constructed in 1448-9 across the city ditch.

Canterbury Christ
Church Building 2
(the former prison)

of a mystery, were two possible buttresses that were offset both south and west of the
South-West porch. These pre-date the existing porch which was built in the fifteenth
century.
In the area of the south door some steps were recorded that are perhaps the topmost
of those described by William Gosling in the late eighteenth century: ‘At the entrance
into the church, … usually called the south door, six steps show how much the ground
has been raised here from time to time’.1 The most recent works have been focussed
around the west front where further remains associated with the southern boundary of
the Archbishop’s Palace have been recorded as well as parts of buildings that appear to
be shown on a drawing of 1683 held by the Bodleian Library.
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We have been working within the
former Canterbury Prison, for Canterbury
Christ Church University, since last
summer. After a period of hiatus, work
recommenced last month during drainage work between the old prison site,
the Sessions House and Longport. In an
excavation run by Adrian Gollop, we have
excavated Roman and medieval pits
and ditches, a single Roman cremation
burial and an Anglo-Saxon grave. There
have been some exciting finds. We hope
to be able to tell you more in the next
Newsletter.
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… and work continues
Ancient road surfaces and part of the Roman theatre were identified in St Margaret’s
Street during work connected with the installation of a security bollard. The council
plans to position 105 of these bollards at eighteen points across the city, so more work
is expected over the summer. We have been back to St Albans Cathedral where more
evidence has been found for fourteenth-century chapel buildings and burials. Near
Sittingbourne, evaluation work has identified prehistoric and Roman remains on a site
that it is hoped will be further investigated. Similarly, at Kingsmead, medieval remains
have been found that probably relate to the barton of Christ Church Priory. Again, this
is a site that remains to be fully investigated before development commences in the
near future.

Summer 2019

ground. Despite the best efforts of the Land Trust’s
volunteers our team still had to do a spot of heavy
gardening before we could begin digging.
We soon started finding features, almost
immediately uncovering foundations for buildings,
trenches, and paved areas.

James Holman
1

W Gostling 1777, A Walk in and About the City of Canterbury with many observations not be found
in any Description hitherto published, second edition, Simmons and Kirkby, Canterbury

Community Archaeology
at Fort Burgoyne, Dover
During May we worked with the Land Trust who are aiming to restore the West Wing
Battery at Fort Burgoyne as part of a wider project aimed at opening the fort to the
public. Fort Burgoyne has been chosen as Dover’s ‘Pioneering Place’ in the national Great
Place Scheme, a scheme designed to pilot new approaches that enable cultural and
community groups to work more closely together and to place heritage at the heart of
communities.
The West Wing Battery of Fort
Burgoyne has been somewhat
neglected since the military left
in 2006, although it is likely that
they hadn’t been using the site
for some considerable time. When
the Land Trust acquired the site in
2014 they started the enormous
task of managing the vegetation
that had grown within the battery
but didn’t have any idea about
what may be lurking below the
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Not only did the volunteers master excavation techniques, but they also tried
their hands at recording what had been excavated. Recording is a vital skill for any
archaeologist and we were impressed by
how quickly this was mastered.
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In our two weeks on site we
managed to squeeze in an open
day for visitors and our volunteers
were also treated to a tour of
the main fort by the Land Trust.
Fifty-six volunteers took part in
the project including an American
student who had crossed the
Atlantic specially to join us! We
hope to return to Fort Burgoyne
in the not too distant future to
continue our investigations.

Summer 2019

Representing CAT and Canterbury:

the Theoretical Roman
Archaeology Conference at Kent
In April the 29th Annual Theoretical Roman Archaeology Conference (TRAC) was held
at the University of Kent. Thanks to financial assistance from the Friends, I was there,
representing both CAT and Canterbury.

How was I representing CAT?

The Land Trust run regular tours and events at Fort Burgoyne which can be booked via
their website https://thelandtrust.org.uk/space/fort-burgoyne/ and you can read a short
history of the site in Canterbury’s Archaeology 2015–2016 (pp 12–14).
Our thanks go to the Land Trust and to all the volunteers for their hard work.
Annie Partridge
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First and foremost, I was there to pick up on and contribute to local research initiatives
directly pertaining to CAT’s ongoing work in Kent and elsewhere. In this respect half-day
sessions on ‘Cross channel connections: Kent and the Gallic coast in the Roman period’
organised by Philip Smither of the University of Kent, and ‘Resurgence of native styles
and practices in the Roman provinces’ organised by Professor Peter Wells (University of
Minnesota), took up most of my time on the Friday at conference. In the former, apart
from useful contributions by Kent’s Elizabeth Blanning on rural Roman Kent and Smither
himself on Richborough, a particularly interesting paper by Thomas Matthews Boehmer
(University of Cambridge) sticks in the memory: ‘Should Springhead be in Britannia?
Roman micro-regions and their colonial contexts’ deftly and correctly applied postcolonial understanding to rethinking this very significant Kent site. I also dipped into
a session for specific papers on ‘Sensory and cognitive approaches to Roman religious
ritual(s)’, of more general relevance; I particularly note Ralph Haeussler and Elizabeth
Webster’s ‘Creolage: re-thinking cultural developments in Roman times’ (University
of Wales), and an excellent paper by Penny Coombe (Oxford University) on ‘MotherGoddess sculptures and the Celtic-renaissance in Roman Britain’. Most of my Saturday
was spent in the general sessions, which attract papers on various subjects, often from
new researchers. One such is Alasdair Gilmour of Exeter University, whose ‘Digitising
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pottery typologies for detailed form-based analyses of provincial Roman assemblages’
potentially marks a notable development in the field. I noted the presence and interest
of an eminent local Roman pottery specialist during this paper…

There’s also a more general way in which I was
representing CAT at TRAC.
We must take it as a given that theory underpins all that we do in archaeology, whether
those ‘in the field’ are aware of it or not. Developing theory and knowledge is the
purpose of archaeological research, including data collection. The vast majority of data
collection in the UK since the Town and Country Planning Act of 1990 has taken place
as part of housing and other development and associated groundworks, however. Yet
theory and research must still inform methods of collecting archaeological information,
so we must be aware of what the latest theories are and help to critique and mould
theoretical frameworks. We are archaeologists too, and must assert it, often in spite of
the pressures of our development funded context. As much as my frankly numerous
(and hopefully helpful) comments and contributions to discussions in various sessions
were from my own point of view as a researcher of Roman Britain, they also represented
CAT’s engagement with the subject, with specific reference to the important site we call
Durovernum.

How was I representing Canterbury?
For one thing TRAC is an international conference with Empire-wide interests, driven
by university departments that are under an obligation to contribute to ‘international
research’. This can lead to a lack of interest in the archaeology that lies on the
doorstep, so Roman Canterbury, as important as any other archaeological site of the
Roman world, needs representing and reconsidering in light of general studies of the
Roman world. And it isn’t just new data that need to be represented, but new ideas
and interests in Roman Canterbury. From my own point of view, in discussion with
both Simon Pratt and Andrew Richardson of the Trust, there is a more detailed history
unfolding in Roman Canterbury that needs to be discussed and communicated. Both
colleagues were present and actively contributed at the discussion session on Roman
Canterbury organised by myself on the Saturday morning which included researchers
from the University of Kent and Canterbury Christ Church University, the universities of
London (Institute of Archaeology), Cambridge and Leicester, as well as independent
researchers.
Together, we discussed a framework for the history of Durovernum Cantiacorum that
I had already put forward on a tour of the city I provided for the delegates on the
Thursday. Questions were weighed concerning the nature of the Iron Age predecessor
of the settlement, and then the development of the Roman town itself. The basic
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pattern is as follows: first, the ‘town’ was something like a developed sanctuary in the
Gallo-Roman style in the first century, very largely moulded on pre-Roman topography.
This was superseded around the turn of the second century by something perhaps more
like a Civitas capital, with a newly aligned street layout. The ‘final’ walled town, which
cut St Dunstan’s off from the late third century on, has its own much more complex
history which we are only just beginning to untangle via new evidence of both the living
and the dead.
Moving forward, it is my intention to bring this group of researchers back together as a
team on a regular basis, testing the narratives and developing an ever more detailed
picture through specific material culture and topographic studies. It is my hope that this
team will be able to communicate its findings more widely through various outputs and
attract the funding to do so. Canterbury Archaeological Trust and Canterbury will not
only be represented, but at the heart of the matter.
Jake Weekes

At the Armouries
Through the generosity of the Friends I was able to attend the Chartered Institute for
Archaeologists (CIfA) annual conference in April at the Royal Armouries Museum in
Leeds. The conference was titled ‘CIfA2019 Archaeology: values, benefits and legacies’.
Discussion centred around social value, public benefit, the creation of knowledge, and
legacy. Whilst the Trust has a long history of engagement with the communities it
works in, when compared to other archaeological organisations nationally this is the
exception rather than the rule. With, however, an increased focus in local and national
government policies on the health and wellbeing of us as individuals, attention is
slowly being paid to the heritage and environmental sectors as a way of bringing the
community together for the greater good.
The sessions I attended were very much focussed on how to engage wider audiences;
through case studies and discussions we were able to learn about what has worked
in other places across the country. Typically, the results of an excavation will be typed
up into a report and the archive deposited in the local museum (if they have space!),
possibly never to be seen again. Reports might be publicly accessible online, but the
language used, and sometimes the hosting websites, are difficult to find and navigate
without one already being familiar with the sector. We discussed how local authorities
and developers could work with archaeologists to deliver outreach activities proportional
to the archaeology found; traditionally this has been in the form of talks in village halls,
public space designs reflective of the history of the area, site visits, museum workshops,
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and the naming of streets. There is still a lot of work to be done to get developers,
local authorities, and archaeological units on board, especially with continued cuts to
budgets and funding streams, but it seems that heritage is gradually being recognised
as being an important element in the making of a community.
I was delighted to hear from projects and units who have experimented with more
outside-the-box thinking with regards to community engagement. York Archaeological
Trust has been using drama and dance to explore the material in their archives; Northlight
Heritage in Scotland uses art, sculpture, and light shows to breathe life into monuments
and landscapes; the Museum of London uses social media to open up its archives;
CITiZAN works in collaboration with Brighton University to look at archaeological sites
with a different perspective; and the Great Place Wentworth and Elsecar Project is an
arts and archaeology project funded by the Arts Council and Heritage Lottery Fund to
bring heritage and art together.
I have returned inspired to look at what we offer in our outreach activities, to see where
we can open up our collections, and to look at collaborating with groups outside the
heritage sector. By bringing in new audiences not only are we able to disseminate
more widely information and stories about history and archaeology, but also provide a
different perspective on our collections.
Annie Partridge

We are now on AmazonSmile!
You can support our Outreach and Education activities every time you
shop on Amazon. How?
Simply sign in to smile.amazon.co.uk, go to Your Account at the top of
any page and then select the option to Change your Charity by switching
your account to AmazonSmile and choosing ‘Canterbury Archaeological
Trust Limited’.

You shop.
Amazon gives.
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Spread the word!
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Roman
Canterbury,
a journey into
the past
Thanks to a generous grant from the Friends,
one of the Trust’s best-selling publications has
now reached its third edition.

Roman Canterbury, a journey into the past is on sale at the Roman Museum, Butchery Lane
or drop in to 92A Broad Street. Price £5.00 (£2 p&p if applicable).
Contact jane.elder@canterburytrust.co.uk.

CANTERBURY
FESTIVAL
2019

Roman Canterbury a journey into the past was
first published in 1994 and was the brainchild
of Marion Green who, as readers will know from
their last Newsletter, had then not long been
in post as Education Officer. This new edition
has been updated by the author, Andy Harmsworth, who at the same time revised the
accompanying ‘Teachers’ notes’ which can be downloaded from the ‘Learning’ area of
our website. Mark Duncan has revamped the layout and design of the book to enable
the inclusion of a colour centre-spread – which adds to the fresh appeal of this edition.

‘This book is an essential resource for teaching History in Kent in all Key Stages.’
Ian Coulson, History Adviser, Kent Advisory Service, Kent County Council
Education and Libraries
‘Buy this book and you will not be afraid to ‘do’ the Romans, wherever you teach!’
Mike Corbishley, Head of Education, English Heritage
We have been told by our colleagues at the Roman Museum that as many copies are
sold to adult visitors to the city looking for a guide to its Roman past, as to schoolchildren
and their teachers and parents. This fact demonstrates its universal appeal and that it
is a clear and interesting read.
Roman Canterbury has received consistently good reviews over the years and demand
for it has been constant, so we are very grateful that the Friends have enabled this
update. Thank you!
Jane Elder
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Saturday 19 October to
Saturday 2 November

Once again FCAT is offering twenty walks as part of the Canterbury festival
programme. We are the main providers of festival walks, running two-thirds of those
on offer. As last year, our list includes a ‘virtual walk’ for those of limited mobility. We
are very grateful to the friends who give their time to prepare and lead these walks,
which have raised over £2,000 for the Trust in each of the last three years.
A word of warning: many of our walks sell out very quickly. If you want to come on
any of them you MUST BUY TICKETS IN ADVANCE through the Festival Office in
Orange Street (not as in the past through the Marlowe Theatre). Full details can be
found in the Festival programme, which will be published in July, but to whet your
appetites here is a list of what we are offering.

Saturday 19 October: 2 pm
The Village of Bridge. Pauline Pritchard
Roman soldiers, Canterbury pilgrims, race-course visitors, stage-coach
travellers – the ancient Watling Street brought them all through Bridge.
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Sunday 20 October: 2 pm

Thursday 24 October: 2 pm

An Armchair Tour of Historic Tankerton and Whitstable. David Birmingham

The Stones of Reculver. Geoff Downer

A virtual excursion, enabling those of limited mobility (and others) to see images
of places they can’t reach. Wheelchair accessible.

Learn about the history, construction, and building materials of the Roman fort
and medieval church – and see a dinosaur’s footprint.

Monday 21 October: 10 am

Friday 25 October: 10 am

Explore St Dunstans! Peter Berg

A Walk in and about St Augustine’s College. Peter Henderson

The final steps of the Pilgrim Way, an ancient church, site of the world’s first
passenger railway – and much more.

A tour of the buildings of the former St Augustine’s College, now part of the
King’s School.

Monday 21 October: 2 pm

Friday 25 October: 2 pm

A Day in the Life of a Monk. Geoff Downer

Canterbury’s Medieval Hospitals. Sheila Sweetinburgh

An introduction to medieval monastic life in the Benedictine Priory of Canterbury.

Some ancient almshouses still fulfil the functions envisaged by their medieval
founders: an opportunity to visit and learn about them.

Tuesday 22 October: 10 am

Sunday 27 October: 2 pm

The Roof Lines of Canterbury. Hubert Pragnell

Victorian City: splendour and squalor. Doreen Rosman

What’s above the shops? An invitation to look up at the varied rooflines, facades,
and brickwork of Canterbury buildings.

Pigs in backyards, sewage in the Stour, elegant shops and grandiose banks:
find out about life in Victorian Canterbury.

Exploring King’s School. Peter Henderson
Find out about the history and buildings of the King’s School on a walk round the
Cathedral Precincts.

Wednesday 23 October: 10 am
Canterbury’s Medieval Friaries. Sheila Sweetinburgh

NEW!

Canterbury was home to three orders of friars, but little now remains.
We will explore where they lived.

Weds. 23 October: 2 pm
The Old Dover Road and the Cricket Ground. Michael Steed
Discover Roman Watling Street, Jerusalem millwrights, the Holy Maid of Kent,
medieval leprosy, Kent’s cricket history and much more.

Thursday 24 October: 10 am
Women of Canterbury. Doreen Rosman
From Queen Bertha to Catherine Williamson, Canterbury’s first female mayor:
see places associated with famous, infamous, and forgotten local women.
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Monday 28 October: 10 am
A Walk around Jewish Canterbury. Kerstin Müller
Explore the lives of Canterbury’s medieval Jews. See where their eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century successors worked, worshipped, and were buried.

Monday 28 October: 2 pm
A Literary Tour of the King’s School. Peter Henderson
An opportunity to see the Maugham Library and Hugh Walpole’s outstanding
collection of English literary manuscripts.

Tuesday 29 October: 10 am
Frontline Folkestone. Liz Minter
On the frontline of trade and of war, threatened by invasions, explore how over
the centuries Folkestone reacted and survived.

Weds 30 October: 10 am
The Director’s Walk. Paul Bennett
The Director of the Archaeological Trust can evoke the ancient city of Canterbury
in a way that no-one else can.
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Thursday 31 October: 10 am
War Memorials of Canterbury. Cressida Williams
An exploration of memorials to the fallen of nineteenth- and twentieth-century wars,
in buildings as well as public spaces.

Friday 1 November: 10 am
Introductory Tour of Dover Western Heights. Keith Parfitt
Explore some of the most interesting parts of Dover’s Western fortifications, including
a short low passageway, with an experienced archaeologist. Moderately strenuous.

Saturday 2 November: 10 am
‘Strangers’ in Canterbury. Doreen Rosman
Walloons, Flemings, and Huguenots sought sanctuary in Tudor and Stuart
Canterbury. Find out about them, their descendants, and their new home.

EVENTS
FCAT lectures with the Centre for Kent History
and Heritage
Thursday 26 September, 7pm Newton NG07, CCCU
Recreating the sounds of Roman Egypt through experimental archaeology,
Dr Ellen Swift
What did musical instruments sound like in Roman Egypt, how were they used, and
who listened to them? As part of a wider Arts and Humanities Research Council
project on artefacts from Roman and Late Antique Egypt, our project team attempted
to address these questions through the recreation of replica objects using new 3-D
scanning and printing technology. Some replica instruments will also be available to
try out.

Thursday 7 November, 7pm Newton NG07, CCCU
Medieval chests in Kent, Professor Chris Pickvance
The earliest medieval chests in Kent date from c 1250 and are in Canterbury. The talk
will provide an overview of the main types and discuss the methods used to establish
their origin (local or otherwise). These include study of their construction (woodwork
and ironwork) and decoration, dendrochronology, documentary evidence (e.g. papal
edicts, accounts, port records) and comparison with chests in other regions (especially
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Sussex) and nations. Some discussion of the uses of the chests and of the broader
context will be included. Chests on public view (e.g. in churches) will be included. The
lecture is based on the recording of over eighty chests in Kent and elsewhere. Relevant
publications can be found in Regional Furniture (2007, 2012), Archaeologia Cantiana
(2015, 2017) and the Antiquaries Journal (2014, 2018).

Thursday 12 December, 7pm Newton NG07, CCCU
The Lower Lines, Brompton – Defence and Experimentation, James Holman
The threat of French Invasion in the early nineteenth century led to the expansion of
the Great Lines to improve the defence of Chatham Dockyard. Never used militarily,
these Lower Lines became a focus for training and experimentation for the Royal
Engineers at Brompton. Later the site would form the headquarters for the Nore
Command during the Second World War. This talk will explore the history and
archaeology of the site as uncovered during work between 2007 and 2009.

Other events
Saturday 21 September, 9.30–16.30 Old Sessions House, Canterbury
Christ Church University, Canterbury CT1 1PL
Day conference. Revisiting sources and themes in parish histories
Co-sponsored by the Centre for Kent History and Heritage at Canterbury Christ Church
University, the University of Kent and Warwick University’s Network for Parish Research
This conference will provide an opportunity to see a range of materials held in the
Canterbury Cathedral archives and library, and hear talks about a major project on
parish records, hear about a Kent case study based on a period that sees the loss of
many parish records and the introduction of some new sources, revisit debates about
the taking of communion in the early modern period, and celebrate the achievement
of Valerie Hitchman on the launch of her Database of Churchwardens’ Accounts
hosted by the Warwick Network for Parish Research.

Tickets £20; for lectures but not the exhibition £16; CCCU students £10
Booking: http://www.canterbury.ac.uk/parish-histories. Phone: 01227 782994.
Email: artsandculture@canterbury.ac.uk.

Tuesday 24 September, 7pm Old Sessions House, Canterbury Christ
Church University, Canterbury CT1 1PL
Michael Nightingale Memorial 8th Annual Lecture, Professor Carl Griffin
(University of Sussex) will speak on the Swing Riots in Kent
All welcome, booking not required and entry is free (voluntary retiring collection). Wine
reception from 6.30pm. Organised jointly by the CCCU Centre for Kent History and
Heritage and the Agricultural Museum, Brook.
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